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Abstract. In the knowledge-based economy perception of value changes, that finally influences on the evaluation of business cost. Various models and theories of intellectual property generalize the practice of cost factor management in particular companies. Consideration of intellectual property as a wealth (and cost) creating factor imply analysis of this property’s components and their roles in creation of this wealth. The present article devote to the problems of using intellectual capital in management of high technology companies, creation of innovational potential of enterprises. Numerous international ratings link the economic potential of a company directly with human capital and innovational policy. Thus, according to UNO, Russia takes one of the leading places for the number of scientists and engineers and last places for the index of competitive growth and usage of modern technologies and innovation policy. The problems of innovation activity and its influence on the evaluation of the business cost are to be considered in detail in the present article.
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1. Introduction
In modern economy, competitive advantages of any company will be increasingly estimated according to its intellectual potential. Principle approach to the content and structure of intellectual capital were considered by the author in the materials of the 8-th International conference 2011 (Belyakova, 2011). They are mainly based on works of Thomas A. Stewart (Stewart Thomas A., 2007), J.Roos (J. Roos at al, 2008). The present work aims at considering matters of strategic development of a company via the concept of intellectual capital.
Characteristics of a company, model of its behavior and estimation of its cost from the point of view of intellectual capital provides a new idea of the company and its resources. It should be noted, however, that there is no conceptual apparatus for intellectual capital so far. Below we are giving a classification of various types of resources included in the intellectual capital.
2. Aiding model extension
Intellectual capital analysis and management can be defined as a science and art of extraction of maximum value from the available resources and determining the best way of application thereof. These resources can be represented in the form of tangible assets (financial and material resources) and intangible assets (human, organizational relationship resources), the latter being as a rule more important assets.
Table 1. Structure of intellectual capital
Form  of resources
Traditional (economic)
Intellectual capital
Monetary
Material
Relationship 
Organizational
Human
Monetary funds
	Investments 
	Debtors 
	Creditors
	Land
	Real estate
	Equipment
	Stocks:

	finished goods;
	production in progress;
	raw materials


	Contracts with clients
	Formal coalitions, joint ventures, supply contracts


	Systems
	Formalized processes
	Documented knowledge
	Patents
	Brands
	Title data
	Managerial contracts
	Documented registers of skills and abilities


	Credit ratings
	Unused financial tools
	Solvency (with respect to similar companies based on reputation)

Flexibility of  lending terms
	Confidence in the revenue 
	Convertibility of accumulations
	Production flexibility
	Modern character of company
	Infrastructure providing company environment,
	Orphan assets
	Marketability of assets
	Rights of access
	Share in the balance
	Quality of stock (suitable for use; obsolete; excessive)
	Clients’ loyalty

	behavioral;
	set
• quality of supply contracts

	Right to contract bids, right to competition

Right to envelopment
	Support of shareholders (including authorities)
	Networks
	Load of regulatory
	Structure adequacy
	Informal processes
	Company reputation
	Brand meaning (strength, prestige)
	Productivity of research and development process
Corporate management quality
	Technological secrets, visual materials
	Implicit knowledge 
	Personal development system maturity

	Top management quality
	Top management experience
	Ability to implement strategy
	Leadership abilities
	Problem solution abilities
	Staff loyalty:

	behavioral;
	set

	Personnel reputation
	Workforce adaptation
	Personnel involvement


The main function of intellectual capital in a modern enterprise is to accelerate increase of the profit mass due to creation and implementation of the necessary knowledge, information, interpersonal relationships providing in their turn company competitiveness.
According to the World Bank data, nowadays only 16% of economic growth is due to development of material capital, 20% - of natural, other 64% are connected with human capital implemented first of all in the form of innovations. In the era of information economy up to 40% of the GNP of the developed states is due to application of the efficient innovation system (Personnel-Mix, 2004).
The main function of intellectual capital in a modern company is increasing the profit mass due to creation and implementation of the necessary knowledge, interpersonal relationships, which in its turn provides increasing company' competitiveness. Here competitiveness means company’s domination in the given market segment without damage for the other participants. It is intellectual capital that sets the pace and character of production technology and company product improvement, as well as implementation of innovations which become the main competitive advantage in the market. 
According to B.B. Leontyev (4, p. 115), intellectual capital is revealed as follows:
1. progressive development of intellectual property;
2. development of creative type of thinking in entrepreneurs, scientific workers, managerial staff creating and implementing various reproduction models in every particular economic system;
3. preferential creation at enterprises of intellectual centers relating all the aggregates of production, distribution, exchange and consumption factors.
The problem of accumulation and management of intellectual resources is quite actual for russian enterprises.
In many Russian companies intellectual capital is idle. Management of this resource is rarely determined as strategic development priority. The company balance sheet shows only a part of intellectual capital in the form of intangible assets. For example, at Russian "Gazprom" corporation 1000 workers on average submit 100 improvement suggestions a year though in Japan the most active workers submit up to 1000 ideas annually. This means that Russian intellectual capital is used about 10000 times less efficiently than at advanced Japanese enterprises.
Intellectual capital product is innovations, i.e. material result of capital investment in creation of new products. Innovative nature of business now provides vast potential of economic development and those companies, which provide rational use of intellectual resources and innovational activity gain competitive advantage. 
The process of development, introduction and implementation of innovations is a result of combined efforts of various participants of innovation systems: universities, state research institutions, production enterprises. From this point of view, innovation is a social process generating new ideas and product. The result of the innovation process depends on the type of relations between the groups of participants, their behavior, which is mainly due to historic values and political factors.
For modern Russia improvement of innovational activity implies the position of the country on the world stage in the future 20-25 years. It is not less actual than 10-15 years ago, since financial resources which came to Russia in 2000-2008 as a result of growth of oil prices were not efficiently used by the economy. The problem of accumulation and management of intellectual resources for Russian enterprises is quite actual.
Economic reforms of 1990s destroyed the well-established system of R&D enterprises. From 1992 to 2008 the number of organization, involved in scientific research, reduced by 40%. The number of workers there in decreased by 50%, however, for the same period the number of defended dissertations increase three-fold. 
Investments in R&D of Russian companies including major ones are negligible. For example, in 2009 during the crisis, the sum allocated by General Motors for R&D 10 times increased the costs of research of all the major companies of Russia taken together. R&D costs in Russia make about 1% of the GDP, while in the USA for example, this index reaches 2,7%. In Japan, Sweden and Israeli it is from 3% to 4,5% of the GDP.
Scientific and technical lagging of most national enterprises has become one of the most negative demonstrations of their development. Russia is stuck to "raw needle" and continues developing just raw material orientation of the economy. Many companies are not competitive and increase of competitiveness is impossible without increase of efficiency of resource use at the enterprise, including intellectual resources.
Russian innovational products have high scientific and commercial potential. Thus, huge volume of innovations is developed in higher educational institutions, venture and major industrial enterprises. Higher educational institutions are of most interest, as they possess a great volume of scientific innovations. They are N.E Bauman Moscow State Technical University; Moscow Physics and technical Institute (State University), G.V. Plekhanov Saint-Petersburg State Mining Institute, etc. Universities can take part in creation of every constituent of the innovational infrastructure: both physical (technological parks, incubators, scientific-research labs) and “cyber-infrastructure” (innovation networks).
Implementation of innovational technologies in the production process is hindered for technological, economic, political and other reasons inherent in the Russian economy. Such problems as administrative barriers, impossibility of operative technical maintenance of innovational products, customs and transportation make production unprofitable for foreign consumers.
Under Market realization of intellectual capital implies turnover in the intellectual capital market: from creation of the ideal to gaining profit directed to financing of the development of company’s intellectual potential. Modern conditions of development of global intellectual productions and economies it is important to estimate correctly the company’s intellectual capital to determine ways and directions of its further development. This estimation represents a complex and multifaceted process. Specifics of this kind of capital, complex and diverse character of intellectual resources generate numerous approaches to estimation thereof.
Lately, certain methods have been proposed based on usage of financial parameters for estimation of company management efficiency. The most well-known is the value-added method (Value Added Intellectual Coefficient, VAIC) according to which the company activity looks like a number of processes and operations. The process creates or destroys the value transforming the incoming resource flows into the out coming and is estimated by cost ratios. The method should not be used for forecasting value changes, since the estimation is based on current financial parameters of the company activity.
In other measurement systems intellectual capital resources are described by non-financial parameters or in the form of competences. For example, the Balanced Score Card (BSC), based on the parameters oriented to the quality of the results of IC usage. The number of parameters is formed by the organization independently. They provide correlation of the company goals with operative planning of the activity of the structural units and particular workers. Clear definition of these parameters is pre-set spheres is necessary for obtaining reliable forecasted estimations of the further company value.
The method of D. Tobin, Nobel Prize winner, who was the first to study correlation of the company market value and price of replacement of its real assets, is widely used in the world practice to integral financial estimation of intellectual capital. Tobin’s coefficient is the ratio of the company market value to the price of replacement of its tangible (material) assets.
The company market value can be determined on the basis of the data on its capitalization based on stock market estimations depending on the dynamics of the company share price. It is most reliably demonstrated during real purchase and sale of the company.
If the company price considerably exceeds the cost of its material assets, it means that intangible assets (efficiency of management systems, company management, personnel capacities, etc.) are estimated really and the consumer will acquire mainly intellectual but not physical capital. Nowadays it is difficult to determine objectively the real value of many Russian companies, since shadow operations are highly developed and the security market is weak. 
If Tobin’s coefficient is less than one, the organization’s intellectual capital is negative: the management level, organizational structure, links with consumers do not add but diminish the organization’s capital, and vice versa, higher Tobin’s coefficient is characteristic for high technology companies. 
A number of organizations with high level of competitiveness using modern management technologies in the sphere of information technologies, for example, “Telecom” plc, oil and metallurgical companies possessing considerable amount of intellectual capital have lately demonstrated negative dynamics of Tobin’s coefficient, which is mainly connected with the world financial crisis and situation in the stock markets.
Thus, since April 2010 instead of “Vimpelcom’’s ADR the New York stock exchange (NISE) trades in stocks of an incorporated company ” VimpelCom Ltd”, which possesses nowadays 100% of stocks of the Russian company, and is a strategic enterprise. This implies growth potential of “Vimpelcom’s” stocks in the future.
Tobin’s coefficient values
Organization
Industry
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
«Vimpelcom»
Telecommunication and communication
2,94

Table 2                                                    Tobin’s 2,65
1,27
1,91
−
«Lukoil»
Oil and gas industry
5,06
1,0
0,88
0,29
0,41
«Северсталь»
Metallurgical industry
1,86
1,8
1,61
6,38
5,46

Calculated according to companies’ sites.
Considerable drop of the Lukoil’s parameter in 2008 is explained by the fact that at the end of the year the company transferred to their balance 100% of the stake in “Energoactive” and “Energoholding” private corporations under conditions of reduced positions at the stock market, which testifies to particular problems in business. According to analysis, “Lukoil’s” stocks are extremely under estimated, despite it is one of the major international vertically integrated oil and gas companies implementing projects in 12 countries of the world. In 2010 the company signed a contract for development and extraction of oil at West Kurna deposit in Iraq for 20 years, where “Lukoil” possesses 56, 25% stocks, this is why the potential of this company is higher than that of other Russian oil companies.
Decrease of Tobin’s coefficient at “Severstal” last year can be explained by the fact that the company started selling out the least profitable assets in Europe and the USA, which were bought during the crisis of 2008-2009, and buying up falling in price gold mining assets concentrated in Nord Gold. Half the company resources are outside Russia. However, in the middle of 2011 “Severstal’s” stocks fell when the Nord Gold’s equity stake was transferred to Lubica company, and though Lubica represents “Severstal’s” assets it is not taken into account in the company stock value.
This approach to determining the company value can also be used for forecasting the behavior of value in time along with other financial and economic parameters of the company activity.
Intellectual capital is an important factor of company economic development, value and innovational potential. Determining its essence and methods of estimation thereof are a complex and diverse problem requiring further studies.
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